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0  INTRODUCTION 
0.1  . The  Ene~gy situation inthe Cdmmunity as well as the necessity to contribute· 
to the  achievem~nt of  the  goal~ of its  economic and political integration as 
laid down in the Treaty establishing the  ~uropeari Union  c~ll for-public ~ction  .· 
to  promote European Energy Technologies' on  the market.  ·The Community 
progiamnie  "niERMIE",  decided  by. the  Council  of.  Ministers  on  .  ,.  ~  . 
29 June 19901  . and  granting  financial  support  for  this  exp_ires  on. · 
.  .  .  -
- 31  December 1994. 
0.2  The Commission has charged experts to assess the  result~ of the THERMIE 
.  prog~~mme  a~d presents .its reports. on the implementation of the regulation 
· and  on  the  compatibi-lity  between' national  a.nd  Cor:nmunity  action2,  . This 
report  shows  clearly that 'there  fs  a 'certain  need  for specific. support  on' a 
'  .  '  - .  ..  . 
Community level.  . 
0.3  Since the implementation-of the  Treat~ of the  European  U~ion, 'an  important 
.  '  .  . .  - ..  .  . 
part  of· promoting  European·  Energy  Technologies  and· concerning  the  . 
·demonstration  of  th~_ techniCal  feasibility  ot'projects  is-·ooyered  under the 
..  -provisions  of articles 130f and  followings:  . The  Commiss·i-on  has  therefore 
integrated this part  int~  it~ praposal  f~Jr a 4th RDT  framework progratnme3. 
The. Commission has specified' in annex Ill of -the proposed· Council. dec.ision 
.  -for a 4th RDT framework pr()gra~m~ lJnder action 1- point 5 ;,Ene~gy••4 as  well 
as  under· .  action 2 . "co~operation  with.  Third  ·Countries'·~  :and  action 3 
"Dissemination .and.valorisation of resl.dts"6  the need for energy  tech~ology 
..  .  .  .  .  - . /  . 
_  de~onstration such  as  carried  out  by_ the  THERMIE  programme  and~ its 
-~--,.-------'-----'-- .  ' 
. 1. -- Council Regulation (EEC)n°2008/9o·. _OJ  noL 185/1 6(17  .07.1990 
. 2  .  Ref. "Report on the implementation of Council Regulation no2008/90 of 29 June 1990 
:(THERMIE Programme)" COM(93) 642 final- . .  .  .  . 
3  ,Ref. proposal ofa Council decision doc. COM(93)276 fimil of-16.06.1993- p.4 
__  :  Ref. proposal of a Council'  decision doc: COM(93)27~  final of 16,06.1993 - 'p.SO  · 
6 
_  Ref. proposal of a Council decision doc. COM(93)276 final of.16.06.1993- p.60 and 61  · 
Ref. proposal of a Council decision doc. :COM(93)276 fin~l of 16,06.1993 -. p.63 and 64 
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Organisations for the  Promotion  of Energy  Technologies  as  well  as  by  its 
"Energy Centres" in Central and Eastern Europe. 
0.4  THERMIE is supporting projects on the industrial  viabili~y of ne'"Y technologies 
going  beyond  the  pure  technical  feasibility.  The  promotion  of  European 
Energy Technologies by the demonstration of their economic viability as well 
as  the  promotion  of results  of similar projects financed  by  Member States 
programmes or by the industry alone and  assistance  t<?  their penetration on 
markets .  of  Third  Countries  through  industrial  co-operation  cannot  be 
included ·in  the 4th  framework  programme  and, are  therefore_  subject to  the 
present proposal based on art.235 of the Treaty. 
0.5  In the following chapters, the Commission specifies the justification for action 
at  Community  level,  as  well. as  the  objectives  of this  new  complementary 
programme  ("THERMIE-11")  and  the  orientations  and  structure  of the  new 
programme. 
1  JUSTIFICATION FOR ACTION AT  COMMUNITY LEVEL  . 
· SUBSIDIARITY 
1.1  What are the objectives of the proposed action in relation to the Community's 
obligations? 
The ·new · Community  instrument  for  providing  financial  support  for  the 
- . 
demonstration and dissemination of energy technology 1995/98 will take into 
account  major  energy  policy  objectives  which  are  of vital  importance  for 
economic growth and sustainable economic and  social  development of the 
EU; such as: 
.. 
security of long term energy supply of the Community, 
rational management of energy resources, 
clean use of coal and other fossil fuels, 
diversification of energy supply,  · 
development of  regional energy resources. 
Furthermore,  the  pro~ramme will  contribute  to  other  major  Community's. 
policy objectives due to the achievement of the internal market as well as in 
• .. 
-,3-
- -_  accordan~e· to .priorities laid down  in the  Tr~aty of the European Union and  · 
·  the ·4th Framewl:!rk Programme concerning increasing the comp~titiveness  ·of . 
. European  industry, ·improving  living conditions  in_ cities  and  rural  areas,· · . 
strengthening  ~economic and  social  cohesion,  and co-operation with  Third . 
Countries.·-
.1.2  Does competence for the planned activity lie solely with the Community or is . 
·it shared with the Member States-?  . 
· Competence is shared with Member States. 
\' .  , . 
. 1.3  ·- What  is  the  Community  dimension· of  the. problem  (for  example.,- how. mariy 
.'MemberSt'ates are involved and what sol~ionhas·been used -~f' to n~w)? ·  .. -· 
, The key objectives of the· proposed  progr~mine  ·affect all  ~ember  States and  . 
have  pan-European  implications  - e.g.  for the  environment,  cqmpetitivity; 
~nergy supply and international relations. \The evaluation report of THER-MIE 
· and  the  appraisal ·of the  Member States  ~upport programmes  show clearly 
l  the  nec~ssity for CorrununitY action_ ir:'l  ~nergy technology demonstration  ~nd 
dissemination7.  --European  industrv" is in ·many· cases  eapable -of,developing 
_  innovative technologies  and  promoting their  utilis~tion on· its  owri- , without 
· public support.  _However,  as  in the USA,  Japan· and  other major  industrial 
·competitors, inCJustry (and this applies especially to SMEs) is not.always' in a 
position to succeed without the provision of public support, since tech,nic;al or . 
. financial ·risks  may  be  high,  externaL eosts ·  are  not  included  in  energy 
production  and  consumption  and  markefinformation  may  hot  be  readily 
available  or  accessible.  There  is  also  a_  significant ·need  for financial 
assistanc~ .  in  the  services;  buildings,  transport  sectors, ·etc., · partic!Jiarly .· 
-where  they  are' p~blicly  owned.  Up· to  now,  Member· States  s.upp-ort 
programmes  have  been  complemente_d  by  a  series  of  Community 
-. demonl)tration programmes, the most recent ofwhich isTHERMIE.. · 
.  '  .  . 
. 1.4 . What is the most effective solutiOQ taking into- account th-e means available _to· 
the ·community and those of the Member $tates? -. 
.  7  Ref.  "Report  on  the  implementation  of _  Councii  Regulation -no2o08/90  of  29 June 1990 
\ 
(THERMIE Programme)" COM(93)' 642 final_ 
'.'-' -------------
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Many Member States have important support programmes of their own,  both 
on  a  national  and  a  regional  level,  which  may  focus  on  specific  energy 
sectors, technologies or end uses.  These programmes have budgets roughly 
four times greater than the Community's programmes.  There is therefore a 
need.  before thinking of Community support. to consider making greater use 
.  '  -
·of  the  results  which  are  already  available  from  these  programmes.  This 
requires  improved  co-ordination  between  Community  and  Member  States 
programmes,  which the Community can help to provide.  In  certain  Member 
States rio  programmes exist  at all,  or they  may  only  cover certain  specific 
. sectors.  Here again, the Community could fill in the gap which exists in some 
_areas.  There. is,  of course,  some  need  for  re-orientation  compared  with 
-previous  Community  energy  technology  programmes  to  ensure· that  the 
Community  only  acts  insofar  as  the  objectives of the.  action  could  not  be 
\.  adequately achieved by the Member States themselves and where,  by virtue 
of scale or effects, the Community is able to achieve more effective resul!s  . 
.  1.5  What real  added value will the activity proposed by the Community provide 
and what would be the cost of inaction ? -
The  added  value would  be  to· bridge  the  gap  betWeen  energy  technology 
development by industry and Member States on the one hand and promotion 
of its results for the benefit of the consumers and users (public or private) on 
the other.- The cost of i_naction could be poorer coordination,  an  absence of 
dissemination  of  vital  technical  information  and  distortions  in  technical 
development across the  Community to  t~e benefit of richer Member States 
and more powerful industrial interests. 
1.6  What  forms  of  action  are  available  to  the  Commu.nity  (recommendation, 
financial support, regulation, mutual recognition, etc.)? 
It is considered that a regulation is the most effective means of achieving the 
·objectives of the proposal by en~uring that all Member States adopt the same 
approach within the same structure,  secure  in  the knowledge that a budget 
has  been  agreed  for  a  pre-defined  period  of  time.  A  directive  or 
. recommendation would clearly be inadequate in achieving this framework of 
·action. 
.. '  -- -5  _-
1. 7  · Is  it necessary to have a uniform  r~gulation or is  a directive setting_ out 'the 
general  objectives .  suffiCient,  leaving  implementation·  at  the  level  of the 
Member States ? 
A regulation actually makes it easier to run  a consistent and fair programme _ 
·and in this case do~s not affeCt Member States' powers to develop their~own 
national programmes. 
COHERENCE WITH OTHER COMMUNITY ACTIONS 
' 
1.8  It is recognised that, in order to be  effective,·th~re should be complementarity 
and  ~ohe-rence  with  other  Community  __  instruments, -in  particular  with 
Community programmes financed within the. 4th RDT framework programme,- -
the structyral funds or external aid  prog~ammes.  Clearly,  the energy:..policy 
related programmes for technology demonstration will  operate downstream 
from  RDT programmes;  so,  technolt;>gy  development would  have to  be fully -
co~pleted  and  .any  risks  _woul:d- be  limited  to  those  related· to  the 
--demonstration of economic viability or wider market penetration.-
1. 9  A Corhmuni~y programme: which bridges the gap between· energy technolo~w  ·. 
de~elopmentby industry- and M~mber  States on 'the one_ hand, and promotion 
of  its _results for the benefit 9f the consumers _and  users(p_ublic or private) on 
- .the other hand,-musttake _into  account advice from 'all interested institutions, ' 
industry, other companies, customers etc.  This can be achieve,d by means of 
· an  Advisotv Committee. of  Member State  representatives, and ·also  through 
advisory groups to the  Commission_ represeriting  professional- associations, 
..- .·  .  .  ·.  '  .  - . 
_ industry, _the  tertiary  sector- and  any  other' relevant  decision_ makers  qr . 
customers. This would Qe  important for both the decisions on the grantirJQ of 
·- financial support and for the.implementation of  support activities.-
1  .. 1  0 An- important role in this context would be taken by the- -European network of 
Organisati~ns for the Promotion of Energy -Technology ("OPE!  .;.network"} set  _ 
up  by  the  THERMIE  Regulation,  which  brings together a  large· number  of _ 
public  and- private  organisations  -~xpe~ienced  in  technology' ass~ssmerits,_ 
market pe11etration and dissemination activities. The role and structure of the 
network _could  easily be adapted in  ord~r to play an  important role in  a new 
- "THERM,E" programme.  Not only are most of the ne·cessary skills available_ 
-within  this  network,  but  it  also  respects  the  principle  of subsidiarity, -since  - .  - '-·  '  -
-/. -6-
these organisations are operating at regional,  national and  Community level. 
. The  network  would  be  supported· by  informal  groups  of  professional  and 
consumer associations,  or regional  or national  agencies which  would  bring 
closer . involvement  with  other  rel.evant  actions  and  would  assist  the . 
Community in orienting the programme. 
2  OBJECTIVES 
· 2.1  Security of long term ene·rgy supply, the rational use of energy, the clean use 
of fossil  fuels, the diversification of. energy supply and  the  development of 
regional energy resources are key objectives  of Community  policy and  it  is 
vital  for  achieving  economic  growth.  These  goals  will  however  only  be 
achieved' if European  industry continues to  develop innovative and efficient 
technologies . for  both  e~ergy  production/transformation  and  for  final 
consumption.  But experience has shown that these technologies,  once they 
have  been  developed,  do  not  always  succeed  in  penetrating  the  market . 
without  some  public support;  energy efficiency improvements  in  buildings, 
solar  photovoltaics  and  IGCC  are  examples  of  this.  These  objectives 
therefore lie at the heart of the proposed instrument. 
2.2  A major challenge for overcoming unemployment and for ensuring economic 
growth  in  the  EU  is  maintaining the  competitiveness  of European  industry. 
This will  not be  possible unless full  use is  made  of innovative and efficient 
energy technologies.  The position of European industry appears not at all as  .  . 
favourable  as  that  of the  USA  and  Japan;  as  pointed  out  in  COM  report 
(92)2000,  the proportion  of advanced  technologies  in  European  exports  is 
actually decreasing, now being only at the level of 17%,  compared with 27% 
·  ·•  for Japan and 31 % for- the USA  It is recognised that the developing markets 
in  Asia  are  large  and  would  benefit  from  implementing  European  energy 
technology.  Furthermore,  European technologies could. even  increase their 
penetra~ion of the  USA  and'  Japanese  markets.  An  energy  technology 
promotion  programme,  would  therefore  be  of  valuable  support . for  the 
European initiative in terms of economic growth. 
2.3  The preservation of energy resources goes in hand with the protection of  our 
environment.  In  fact,  there  is  no  way  in  which  environmental  goals will  be· 
achieved  without  widespread  implementation  of  appropriate  energy 
technologies.  In the coming decade,  technology development and utilisation .. 
.  . . 
•. 
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.  can· requce  energy consumption. significantly,  in  some  cases  by. more  than 
Sp% per unit of output, with a correspOF)ding~ reduction in pollutant emissions 
such  as  C02,. 802, ·  NOx.  · This  is  of vital .  .importance,  not  only for the EU 
_  (llleeting the_ ·co2 stabilisation target),  but als? for its .rieighboQrs in Central 
and Eastern Europe,  and even more for the developing countries who are in 
the process of dramatically increasing their economic growth. 
2.4  Clearly the  internal market  offers. significant new  opportunities. for Member·  . 
. State · businesses. · However,  it  also , requires  ·companies  to  be  more 
c~mpetitive, and: one important means  bf enh~ncin:g competitiv~ri'ess·· is  th~. 
implementation: of better,' more  efficient energy technqlogies.:  Tech~ologies."  ·· 
successfully developed by companies, often with public support at nat!ona! or 
regional  level,  Would  be  taken  up more·· easily and  widely if  economic and . 
.  . 
technical  uncertainties . and  the  lack  of  market  J~ansparericy: could  be 
overcome by Community promotional support; this would in turn add value to 
the programme;s administered by the Member States. 
·;'  ,·. 
2.5.  Community policy objectives to strengt,hen social and economic cohesion and 
agricultural policy are also. met .by energy technology promotion.  The living 
conditi_ons  of European  citizens,  in  particular  in  the  less  favoured regions, 
can .  'b~ .  impro~~d  by  the  utilisation  of  efficient \ e;nergy  technologies  .. 
Improvements in· public transport systems,· private cars,. heating and .lighting· 
systems can be. achieved through 'more  ~fficient e;nergy use or through .new 
means;  .  although  energy  must  always  be . realistically ·  .. priced, · efficient 
technologies can  make  energy available at more reasonable price levels to· 
the  less favoured  regions  ~nd.  thus ensure that they  a~e not excluded from  . 
.  ·  acc~ss  ·to  these  vJtal  -services.  . In fact;  energy  tech~qlo~w  ·~ill  have  a . 
.  significant  impact  on  societal'  development~ a~d will  be .. an  :important 
instrument  for  strehgthening  economic  and  .. social  cohe;sion  in  the 
Community.  There .are  similar considerations which  apply to  the· increased 
us~ of modern en~rgy techrtoiogy in rural areas.  AI. so,  the  rece,~t reforms. of 
the  .Common  Agricultural-.Policy  could  be  eas~d by  associated. measures,_ 
such  as  the  utilisation  ot'land for .bio-fuel ;plantations  (bio-:methanol, rape-
.  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . 
seed,  wood,  etc.),. to provide  ~uels for \Jse  in  the. transport  and  buildings 
sector,· Technologies are available now,,. but,  if Europe's rural areas are  not 
.. to  be  left  out,  th~y need ' a  vig~rous  ·push  for them  to  be  taken  up  iri  the 
variqus sectors ·concerned . 
.. 
.. 
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2.6  Fina,lly,  another  major  Community  policy,  external  relations,  would  also 
benefit  from  a  programme  of energy  technology  promotion.  In  fact,  the 
international  dimension of energy  is  greater than  for any othe( commodity. 
Not  only  initiatives such  as  the  EC-Energy  Centres,  but  also  International 
activity to  decrease  C02 emissions  (follow-up  to  the  Rio  conference)  and 
help for developing countries to gain access to adequate and clean supplies 
of energy, would be greatly facilitated by the promotion of European energy 
technologies.  Furthermore,  the neighbouring countries of the EU  are either 
significant energy suppliers (Russia,  Poland,  Norway,  Algeria,  Gulf etc.),  or  · 
they have great potential for the utilisation of efficient technologies for energy 
consumption,  transformation  and  production.  The  prospect of a number of 
Central  and  Northern  European  Countries  joining· the  <;;ommunity,  and  of 
association agreements with others (Mediterranean countries),  increases the 
necessity  for  considering  them  as  partners  in  the  new  Community 
programme.  THERMIE-11  could  contribute  to  successful  co-operation  in 
particular through its dissemination action implemented by its OPET  -network. 
2.7  These qualitative objectives could be illustrated by some quantitative targets· 
which THERMIE-11 would seek to achieve.  For example: a decrease of 2% in 
the  Community's  energy  imports,  thus  increasing  the  security  of  energy 
supply,  a further increase in energy savings of 20Mt/y,  a reduction of 2%  in 
Community C02 ~missions, etc.  These._objectives would need to be defined, 
. in  more detail and mt3asurement criteria must be  developed in  parallel with 
the implementation of this new programme. 
3  ORIENTATIONS - STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME 
3.1  In  order  to  successfully  meet  the  above  objectives  and  to  complete  the 
demonstration action undertaken .within the 4th ROT framework programme, 
the  programme  has  to  be  adequately  structured  and  to  concentrate  on 
priorities; furthermore it should be defined to face the problems relating to the 
utilisation  .. of  energy  technologies.  rather  than  simply  the  problems  of 
particular  individual ·energy  sectors  or technologies.  Thus  the  traditional 
sectoral approach 
• Rational use of energy 
• Renewable Energy Sources 
,  • Fossil Fuels (Solid Fuel~  -and Hydrocarbons) ...  ·  .. 
. - 9-
.  \  .....  \' 
will be completed .by one related to the· use of a technology in orqerto match  / 
---with energy policy ~elated problems of  the rnarket.  .  .  . 
· .  The specific content of the  sectors.~of  application will  concentrate only on a 
limited· number and  follow closely the results of  the evaluation of the previous; 
'  .  .  -.  . '  . 
and  ongoing Community energy technology support programmes as well as 
·  thedemonstraticl!n'of technica'l _feasibility und_ertaken-within the 4th framework 
.  ·•  programme.  The  o~ganisation will  take  into  account the  basic principle of 
-~ortm1on · aeti'an  -i~ ·  part~ership  -~--with-.  industry .  ~r:_ld  ··  Me.mber.  States" 
administration"s,  Adraft programme for the 3 sectors is attached. 
3.2  Th-~ content of the programme would work across~sectors ano ~auld promote  - -_-
.  \  .  .  -- .  -·  -
tech":lOIOQies  by ·demonstration  and  dissemination. for· a. specific  end-use  . 
.  Actip'ns eligible for support would be located in one or  more of.the following 
.  .  •  .  .  •  ·-..  .  •.  r  , 
areas: 
.. ·- -
industry. (RUE  and  final  consumption  e>ffuels  or· en.ergy  sources,  for 
heat, power, lighting,.etc.);  - .- ·- ...  - -·  ··- .  ~  -
energy industry (producbon/transformatiQn of fuels  or energ'y  sources,, 
·including. e)(ploration and  d~mana-side.  management action on efficient . · 
-electricity pmduction and-utilisation);  .  .  .  -
· •  - t~rtiafv sector : buildings afld domestic sector (including  servic~s and 
·_  · administration:  RUE,  solar _thermal,  electricity;  etc.),  transport sector. 
--(RUE,,. bio:-fuels,  ~lectricity; solar PV,  et-c.),  urban 'energy ~ystems (CHP, 
. district heating, .  traditional  energy~-sources  combined with new ones  -
geothermal,·'biomass,-wind, clean us~ of  ~oar, gas, etc.);  .  . 
•  - rural .  energy  systems -(biomass  plantations),. isolated  areas '(islands, 
.  - .  "  l  .  .  .  . 
mountains and peripheral regions:: Renewable Energy Sources).  .  .  - .  ...  .,  .  . 
Targeted projects and Programmes with a Community-:wide  dimen~ion would 
' be  a:  ~uitable irisfrument  to  assess ·economic  viability  ari_d  allow for major. 
_breakthroughs  in  the utilisati_on of advanced: and efficient European energy 
technol()gies.  · Lik~wise,  1HERMIE~II ·has_  to  allow  continuing  support •  to 
SMEs, and woula s~pport small projects with good replicati~n potential.in -the 
Community.·· -10-
3.3  The  type  of support  would  be  gr~nted accordingly  to  the  need  for  public . 
action: 
Support  for  demonstration  projects:  '"  to  cover  the  risk  of  economic 
viability  for  the  demonstration  of a  first  commercial  size  project  in  a 
country or region or of a-technology which has not yet been introduced 
on the market in the same economic conditions;  dissemination through 
projects  promoting  energy  technologies  with  a  view  to  their  broader 
utilisation .. 
Measures for eqergy technology promotion  (dissemination,  technology 
transfer,  market  assessment,  information,  advice,  'etc.)  in  particular of 
results  of  Community  or  Member  States'  support  programmes  or  of 
. similar .technologies developed by  industry without public support  and 
on the same state of insufficient market penetration.· 
Energy·. technology  transfer·  and  industrial  co-operation  with  Third 
Countries and international organisations. 
'  . 
Horizontal  support  measures:  Co-ordination  of· policies,  evaluation  of 
programmes ahd  administrative support. 
The  proportion of  expenditure  for  these  various  types  of support  wili  be 
defined  in  consultation  with  the  ~dvisory. /committee  and  according  to  the. 
annual budget provisions. 
3..4  Projects should generally involve  several  companies from  several  Member 
States (except f~r certain specific cases, to be defined). 
3.5  The amount of project support should be limited as  in the past to 35% ofthe 
eligible cos~s.  For Measures and co-operation with Third Countries,  it_ would 
be  between  50%  and  100%. Costs for horizontal measures  should  be  fully 
covered (100%). 
3.6  Financial resources: the duration of the programme should be 4 years to be 
jn line.. with the demonstration activity of the 4th framework programme and to 
~llow time for results to come through, for a good and efficient organisation 
. and for  the  programme's  objectives  to  be  achieved.  The  level  of finance· 
foreseen for 1995 in  the context of funds  available  under Heading 3,  other 
than  those  allocated  to  the  4th Framework  Programm~ RTD  is  30 MECU. 
The  level  of finance  for  1996-98  will  be  decided,  outside  the  resources -. 
. - 11  -
- allocated to the 4th Framework Programme-R.To,· in the light of the revision of 
the budget estimates and  defined in the framework of the  an~ual budgetary 
'procedure to an /adequate  ext~nt to ensure that the programme _is  carried out 
in· a coherent manner until' its conclusion  .. ·  The geographical coverage· of  the 
. THERr\t11E-U  programme would-thus be. focused-on the Co~munity's internal 
m~rket,  but  .would  .. allow  for · a  limited  action · to  be.  implemented  in 
. n'eignbouring  regions. (Central  and  Eastern '• Europe, .. · Northern.' .Europe, 
·  .. - candid~te  cqq~tries  for · EU  ..  membership,  Southern  Europe · ,and  -the 
Mediterranean, as well as som·e  specific actions for important Third CountrY • 
. markets). 
3.7  Eligibility-criteria fOr  proje~ts.would be: 
existence·  of···financial·risks·  in  demonstrating  .viability  of  _a- energy 
··technology; · 
n~pos-sibility of Member State sufficient financi~g and support; 
·-- incree~se in ·security of long term energy supply of  the  ·community; 
• .  .  'preservation of energy resour~es and of the environment; 
•  iiTipr~ve~ competitiveness ofEuropean·industry  ..  ·- -
AdditionC~I  criteria•  would  b~ as  in  the  existing· THERMIE  program-me  the -
''CommunitY dimension" (several'propo~ers from different countrie~)  ..  the size 
of  u~dertakings '(SMEs)  and  projects  from. regions whose  development  is· 
laggirJg  behind.  -Every· year priorjties· would bE:)  defined by. the Con:tmiss_ion .  · 
(assisted  by. the  advisory  g'roups)  and. in· agreement  with  the  Advisory 
Committee of.Membe(State representatives. 
3.8 -If the  programme  is·  to  be effectively. organised and  implemented  and  the-
objectives  achieved; : then' there  must  be~: a  tarefur .  examination  of 'the 
complementarity of THERMIE-11- with other  Community financial  i~strumeQts:· 
tho~e "upstream'\ for R&D and energy programming; those "dowristrearn",.for  .· 
energy  policy  (SAVE,  ALTENER),·~  regiori~l- policy,  external  policy  ~nd co-: 
.  ..operation. (PHARE/TACIS,  Co-operation  agre~ment~ and  EDF)  and finally 
those .of the  European ·Investment  Bank,  other financial  institutions. (e.g: 
EBRD),  ·other· ·international  organisations·. ·or.- instruments  such  ·as  the 
European Energy Charter  ..  Co.;ordiri~tion with Member State programmeswill 
-be most effedively ensured, as· up to now, 'through _an Advisory Committ~e. 
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3.9  Organisational aspects. The projects will be selected following an  annual_c~ll ·  ·. 
for proposals to be published in the- Official Journal.  Practicable procedures 
/will  be developed with  assistance of Member States through the THERMIE 
Committee. 
3.10 In order  to facilitate the administration of the programme. and to respect as far 
as  possible the principle of subsidiarity,  the Commission would continue to 
have  recourse  to  public  or  private  organisations~ involved  in  energy 
technology  prom~tion in  the  Member  States  (OPET).  The  OPET  -network 
would  also  play  an  increasing  role  in  the  organisation,  preparation  and .. 
management  of promotional  measures  and  as  far  as  possil:)le  in  projects. 
Professional  associations  would  also  be  involved  in  these  aspects  on  an 
informal  basis and  at  low cost.  All  interested  services  of the  Commission 
should assist in the decision-making process, ·depending on their interest and 
competencies. The potential Involvement of the European Investment Bank in -
this programme should also be examined. 
4  BUDGET.- PROVISIONS 
_  4.1  The budget  will  be·  d~termined by  the  budgetary  authority  in  the  light  of 
available resources in the framework of Heading 3 of the budget. 
The indicative allocation of the _amount between the different mechanisms of · 
support as defined under point 3.3 will be 
project support in the EU 
promotional measures in the 'EU 
co'7operation with lhird Countries 
horizontal support measures 
This indicative allocation is based on the findings of the THERMIE evaluation  _ 
report showing the need for wider replication of results of existing technology 
programmes  as well  as  due to  the fact that the closeness to  the  market  of 
demonstration of economic viability calls for intensive promotional measures. 
4.2  The  annual allocation for the different fields  and  area of application will be 
fixed  annually accordingly to  the  potential  of ·proposals  and  in  consultation 
with the Advisory Committee. .. 
·, . 
.  >.,."  ,' 
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. COUf'JCIL REGULATION (EC) No~ .. /  .. ·· 
OF .. L/  .... 
coNcERNING A CoM,MUNITY PROGRAMME PROVIriiNG FINANCIAL suPPORT FOR THE 
'  PROMOTION 0~  EUROPEAN ENERGYTE,CHNOL~GY  1995-1998 ("THERMIE-11"). 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,  .  .  . 
Havi~g regarcHo the. Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular_ 
Article· 235 therec)f,  . . 
.  .  :  . 
· Having .regard to the proppsal.from the Comm.ission(1 ), 
,·.  t 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament(2), 
.  Having regard to the opinion, of the Ecqn~mic  and Social Conunittee(3), . 
Whereas  pursuant to Article 3(t) ·of the Treaty the activity of: the .Community shall 
include measures in the ~phe_res of energy,, 
.  Whereas in its resolution .of 16 .September 1986 concerning new Comnwriity energy 
policy objectives for· 1995 and convergen~  of the policies _of the Member  St~tes(4). 
the Council stated that, possible short-term fluctuations on.the energy market apart, ..  · 
efforts. made must  be. m9intained  and;  if necessary, reinforced  between  now· and 
. 1995_and beyond that date'in order to reduce to'·a minimum the risk of te~sidn.at ~~­
later date on the market; . 
Whereas  thc:~t  same  resolution  states  that  one  ·of  the  horiz()ntal  objectives  of  ... 
Community  energy  policy- is·  to ·encourage  continuous  and  reasonably. diversified ..  <  ·. • 
promotion of technological innovations ·and appropriate dissemination of the results  · 
throughout the  c'omm~riity; 'wh~reas in  spite of the present energy situation there 
should  be no relaxation of efforts to diversify· the  Community's energy supply and 
improve energy effiCiency;  whereas the promotion of new te9.hnologies will help to  . 
.  ..  .  .  .  .  .  ..  .  '  '  .  .  / 
achieve these objectives and to ensure better protection of the environment from,the  - .  .  .  .  .  ' 
.  impact of  energy technologies; 
(1)  COM(93) 642 def., of 9 December 1993  . 
.  (2)  .  .  . 
'(3)_  . 
.  .J4)  OJ No C ~41, 25.09.1986, p.1.  · 
.  ~ .  .. ·.;': 
.  -~  ..  :_.  '  ..  .  '' 
•  •  ·~  -~  ·' -~·- j  :  •••  :  '  :- ....  -;/~ 
.  . 
·-·.  . . .  . . 
.  -·. 
- ... 'I.  ·--...  .  ..  ·· ..  i. '.  :-··  .-. 
. ,  __ . 
··: ..  ~ ..  ·  .  ~  -: .. 
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Whereas  it  is  important to  dovetail  these  efforts  with  the  Community  strategy for 
science and technology and with the specific programmes  in particular the  activity 
concerning demonstration of clean and efficient energy technol~gies.  defined in· the 
4th  framework  programme  for  Community  activities  in  the  field· of research  and 
technological development,  both  in  terms  of programme execution and· in  terms  of 
the financial status of the programme in the financial perspective; 
Whereas  the  resolution  of  16 September 1986  also  states  that  the  Community 
should -,search  for balanced  soi~:Jtions as  rega~ds energy  and  the  environment  by 
making use of  th~ best available economically justified technologies; 
whereas under Article 130r of the Treaty environmental protection requirements are 
to be a component of the Community's other policies and action by the Community 
relating  to  the  environment  must  be  designed  to  ensure  a  prudent  and· rational 
utilisation of natural resources; whereas energy technology has a key role to play in 
meeting the ecological  challenge  by  increasing  energy efficiency,  developing  new 
and- renewable  sources  and  ensuring  the  clean  use  of solid fuels:· whereas  major 
efforts in all these areas will be-needed to face up to the threat of climatic change; 
Whereas the promotion of projects for exploiting the indigenous energy potential of 
the  regions,  particularly  less-developed  regions,  will  help·  to  strengthen  the 
economic and  social cohesi.on  of the Community,  an  objective which,  according to 
Article 130b of the Treaty, should be taken into account when implementing common 
. policies and the internal market; 
Whereas S!Jpport for the promotion of energy technologies will benefit economic and 
social cohesion; 
W.tJereas  action to  promote  innovative technologies taken  at Community  level  will 
avoid the dissipation of resources and increase effectiveness; 
Whereas  this  action  should  be  co-ordinated  with  action  being  taken · by  the 
Community within the framework of other specific programmes  and which includes 
the activities of demonstration of technical feasibility of projects, of the promotion of 
. co-operation with Third Countries and of dissemination and optimisation of results of 
activities in Community RTD; 
Whereas financial support should be granted in appropriate cases tb projects-for the 
promotion of advanced technology in the field of energy; .. 
,-
. -15-
,  ,  .  ,·  ,  •  I  ' 
Whereas it is  appropria~e to promote the market penetration of projects likely to  be 
rapidly  abS.Qfbed  by  the  market  but  also  of .pr9jects · - partic~larly .in  the  field  Of 
.  .  .  '  ~ 
• ren~wable energy -which, although they might have less rapid access to the r:narket, 
are  of great  interest-in  the  long  term.  i~  terms  of energy  supply,  environmental 
. protection and  employmen~; . 
Whereas, when selecting  projects,  equal  preference. should  be· given·  to ·projects ,  . 
·involving  the  assc;>ciatlon. of  independent  undertakings  establish~d  in  different 
Member States; in projects proposed by small and medium-sized enterprises and in · 
dissemination  proj~cts;. whereas .  these  projects,  if·  seleded, ·must  benefit  from 
_  increased Community support;  · 
'.Whereas the  Commi~sion must pursue its efforts-to-simplify and expedite tender'ing . 
. and .  s~lection  · procedures  ari.d  to ·  ~ake them  more  tra~sparent, with  ·a  vie~ to 
. furthering. the implementation of the programme and easing the steps that must  be ' 
taken by undertakings, particularly s.MEs, to participate in -projects for the promotion 
of energy technologies;· _ · 
Whereas  for  reasons  of  effectiveness  it  is  necessary  to  make  provision  .for  a 
programme of four years duration with appropriate overall fund_ing;' 
.  .  '  .  .  - . 
.  '  . 
Whereas  it  is  necessary to  estimate the  Community finance  needed  to ·implement 
•  •  •  t'  ,/'  •  •  .  •  •  - •  •  • 
this programme; whereas that amount must be covered by the financial.perspectives 
· defined  by  inter  institutional  .agreements;  whereas  the  appropriations·  actually  · 
.·  .  .  .  .  ·.·  .  "  . 
available will be  determin~d lJnder the budgetary pro_cedure  in  compliance with the· 
said agreements; . 
Whereas the oyerall level of Community. effort in _the  field of non-nuclear energies, 
including  measures  falling within  the  scope  of the  fo~rth framework  programme, 
cannot  be  lower  in real -terms ·than  it  tias  been ·over  the  previous  c6rresponding 
pe~iod;  ·  - - - ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
Whereas,  notwithstanding the new impetus that  the~.promotion ,Of innovative energy 
.  technologies  r~quires,  ttie  continuity ·of me~sure undertaken  under  promotional  .  .  . 
. schemes and demonstration projects and industrial pilot projects iil the· energy field 
referred  to  by  Regulation .(EEC)  No 2008/90(5),  3640t8S  and  the programme  of  .  .  .  ' 
(6)  OJ  No L 185, 17.07.1990, p.1 
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support  for  technological  development  in  the  hydrocarbons  sector  referred  to  in 
Regulation (EEC) No 3639/85 must be ensured in accordance with this Regulation; 
whereas such  continuity must be achieved on  the one  hand through the pursuit of 
measures to promote and disseminate technologies that have received Community 
support under such Regulations; whereas it may also be achieved through support 
for the later stages of projects that have already received partial support under the 
same Regulations; whereas it must be possible in  certain cases to support projects 
of the same sort as those covered by these Regulations provided they also fulfil the 
requirements of this Regulation; 
I  . 
Whereas co-operation between undertakings in  various Member States in  the:field 
of energy technology must be maintained anq encouraged; 
Whereas technology transfer in  the  energy sector could  contribute significantly to 
'  . 
more efficient energy production and the reduction of pollutant emissions in the less 
favoured areas of the Community and in Third Countries; 
Whereas such technology transfers should therefore be encouraged both within the 
framework of existing Community programmes and by any other appropriate means; 
Whereas the grant of Community support must not affect conditions of competition in 
. such way as to be incompatible with the competition provisions of the Treaty; 
Whereas the present programme must be subjected to a mid-terl)l review and a final 
evaluation, to be conducted by independent experts; 
Whereas this regulation is based on Article 235 of the Treaty; 
Having regard  to the Community's commitment under the  International  Conventio~ 
on  Climate  Change  to  participation  in  an  international  action  to  reduce  the  risks 
attached to emissions of pollutants, particularly C02; 
. Whereas,  in  order to  meet  these  opjectives,  the  Community  must  embark  on  a 
vigorous plan of  action  involving co-operation with  developing countries which  lack 
access to modern production and rational use of energy technologies; 
Whereas, of these ~ountries, it is now inter alia in those in the Pacific Rim and Latin 
American  countries. that  a  rise  in  emissions  will  be  inevitable  unless  preventive 
action is taken; i- ._.,· 





, ..  ·  .  . 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:  · 
Article 1 · 
- The- Community  may,  under 'the  conditions ·laid .  down.  in  this  Regulation;. grant 
. ·  financial  support  for  projects  for  the  prorjlotion  of energy _technology  (THERMIE · 
.··  1995:1998) in  the fi-elds  of -application  referred  to  in. Article 3  ~nd undertake  th~ .. · 
. promotional activities ~eferred to in Article 4.·.  - ·  .  ·  · 
.  •. 
Art_icl$. :2 · 
1. ·For  the·  purpose!;.  of  this  Regulation,·· 'projects  for  the  promotion. of  en~gy- · 
techno~ogy',  herei~after Jeferred to  as  'pi-ejects',  means ·.projects  which  are not 
. .  .  .  .  ~ 
. eligible for the specific programmes ·af the 4th Framework Programme and which  · 
are desigried.to adyance;. implement and/or promote  innovativ~ technologies'in 
the field of  energy~ ·implementation of which entails a  large element of economic  . 
. risk,  such  that  tho~e 'projects  would  in  all  iikelihood  not  be executed  without 
-Community finanCial support.  · 
·  -2~  Commu!lity financial  support may  be  granted for projects designed to  promote  . 
with  a view·  to  their .broader  utilisation,· ·either· under  different. economic  or 
.  - :  .  . 
geographi~l con.ditions  or with  technical  modifications,  ·i~novatory techniques, 
·•  prqcesses- or. products  which  have  already  been  applied  once  but,  owing  to 
residual risk, have not yet penetrated th!;3  m~_rk~t. 
·Article 3 · 
_Tt)e fields of application ofthis Regulation are selepted areas of: 
r~tional use of energy;~­
reriewable energy sources,  . 
clean combustion of soiid fuels,  . 
hydrocarbons  . 
/~ .. 
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Annex I  lists  the  sectors ·of  application  covered  by  each  of  these  fields.  The 
contents  of  this  Annex  may  be  amended  to  keep  pa·~e  with  -technological 
developments in accordance with the procedure defined in Article 9 paragraph 1, the  · 
Eyropean Parliament and the Council being kept informed. 
Article 4 
The  Commission  might. undertake ,-promotional  actions,  such  as  those  defined  in 
Annex II,  designed to  encourage the application and  market. penetration of energy 
technologies.  ·To that  end  the  Community  may  provide  technical  and  financial 
support for bodies that promote innovative technologies in the Member States:  A list 
of these measures appears in Armex II,  the  contents of which may be  amended  in 
accordance with the procedure defined in Article 9 paragraph 1. 
These promotional actions may be carried out ·in  Third Countries in  so far as  ~uch 
extension is in ·keeping with the objectives of this Regulation. 
Article 5 
1.  Any project within the meaning of Article 2 must meet the following conditions: 
(a) it must use,  with a view to their implementation arid propagation,  innovatory 
techniques,  processes  or  products,  or  a  new  application  of  established 
techniques, processes or products; 
(b) it  must  offer  economically  viable  prospects  of  subsequent  commercial 
exploitation of the relevant technology;  . 
(c) it must offer appropriate solutions compatible with  safety and  environmental 
protection requirements; 
(d) it must be difficult to finance because of major economic risks; . 
(e) it must be  proposed by natural or legal persons capable,  in  the  case -.of the 
techniques,  processes  or products  referred  to  in  (a),  of implementing. and 
. applying them, and of contributing to or assisting in the dissemination thereof; .. 
t  !,. 
.  ' 
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(f)  iri the case of any project of a totEll. cost of ECU 2 million or:  morE)::  it mustbe · 
submitted  by  at  least  tw~ _independent: promoters. establ!.shed  in  different 
Member States.  . 
.  ·  . 
.  However,  exceptions  may, be.  agreed  for~ projects· submitted- by  a  singl~ .  ~" 
.  promoter  w. their  implementation  would  be  .of  .. particular  interest  to  the . 
.Community;· .  · · · . 
(g) it must  be  carried  our within  the  Community  unless  it  is  essential  to the 
l~terests of the  Community to hav~ all  or ~art of it: carrie.d  out  i~  c:m  area 
.·_outside th,e Community, in particular because'ofthe special characteristics Of 
the project  ,  . ·  .  . _ 
,·'. 
. · . (h) it must b_e carried out outsidE!: the Community ifsuch an ~cti_o·n is necessary to· 
·meet the  Community's commitments  under, the  International  Convention .on 
Glirnate Change.  ·: 
2.  ·Additional conditions speCific to the sectors of applicatiOIJare given in.Annexes 1 
and ·IL  - ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
·  3:· · When selecting projects·,  as an adjunct to the criteria laid down in· paragraphs 1 
I  '  .. 
and- "2,- it shall  take  account  of a-preference  to  oe  given to  projects with  the  · 
following characteristics; ·  ..  .  ·  ·  ·  ,  . - .  . 
(a) projects,  other  _than.  those  referred·· to · in  paragrapf11(f}',  involving -.an 
associatic>n· of a least two  independent  unde~akings established in different. 
--Member States,  proJid~d  th~t it  is  establis-hed  th~t each·· undertaking  cari 
. make an effective and significant contribution to can~dng oufthe project; .  .  ;:  '  "  - - .. 
(b) projects  proposed  bY· small  and  medium-sized.· undertakings. or  by  an 
·· .. ·  association of such undertakings;  , 
.  ,. 
(c)  project~·  which  are  to  be  implemented  in  regions  whose  development  is 
· ,lagging behind as defined by ·J\rticle 8 .of Reg!Jiation (EEC) No_ 2052/88(6). 
(6)  OJ  NJ. L 185, 15.07:1988, p.9 . 
·----Article 5 
1.  Support  for  a  project  shall  take  ~he form  of a· financial  contribution  by  the 
Community granted in  accordan~  with the conditions· set ouf  in· the paragraphs 
· below and in Articles 7,  11  and 14. 
2.  Financial support may be granted for an entire project or for different stages of a 
project  In  the ·latter case,  without  prejudice  to  the responsibilities  conferred 
upon the  budgetary authority of the_. European  Communities,  financial  support 
may continue to be granted for later stages of the same project provided that the 
eligibility criteria continue to be met and that the Commission is satisfied with the 
progress of the_ project 
3.  Financial support may not exceed 35% of the eligible cost of the projects referred 
to in Article 2. 
4.  The amount of financial support shall be determined separately for each project. 
.  .  . 
When determining the amount, one takes account of the element or proportion of 
· ·the risk which will have to be borne directly by those responsible for  t~e project 
and of other support received or expected, in .such a way that the total amount of 
'·  public support does not exceed 49% of the total  cos~ of the project.  To this end, 
the person responsible for the project. shall be obliged to inform the Commission 
•  I 
of  any public aid expected or received. 
5.  Whenever  specifically- required,  a  decision  could  be  made  to  set  up  other 
"I  ~ 
appropriate  financiai  mechanisms  according  to  the  procedure  referred  to · in 
Article 9 paragraph 1. 
Article 7 
1.  Projects shall  be  submitted  by  natural  or  legal  persons  established  within  the 
· Community,  whether  individually  or  in  the  form  of associations,  following  the 
public(3tion  of an  invitation  to  submit  projects  in  one  or more  of the  fields  of 
application  referred- to  in  ·Article 3  in  the  Official  Journal  of the  European 
Communities,  in  accordance  with  this  Regulation.  This  invitation  could. be 
preceded by  c;:~n  invitation from the Commission encouraging or coordinating the 
launch of specific projects,  called "targetted projects", whenever a technological 




.  COOperation. between -individuals,  companies  O( other bodies  established  in  at 
least two-different 'Member States.  · 
:~ 
.2.'  In the invitations to submit projects, -.the  Commiss-ion  shall  specify those sectors ·  .  - .  ._  .  ·- . '  ~  . 
to  be  giv~n priority when  projects  are  selected;- this.  list· of priorities  shall  be  · 
_  drawn up in accordance with the-procedure defined in  Articl~ 9 paragraph 1.  The 
.  c6mmission' 'shall  also  'specify  the  information  applicants  will  be  required .  to· 
supply for the purp<;>ses of the· selection of projects.· 
1.  The Commission shall be responsible for applying thisRegulation. 
.  .  -
2.  The ·proc¢dur~ referred to in Article 9 paragraph 1 applies to:  -
(a) the amendment of the contents of Annexes I and-II; 
. (b) the -e~tablishment of priorities for invitations to submit prqjects; 
(c) the selection  ~!projects, including the fixing  ~f the rate of financial  support, 
for·  every  project  or  pr9motional  a<;:tion_  with  a  total  cost  exceeding 
ECU 500,000; _ 
.  . 
(d) any institution-of_financing mechanisms in the sense:of Article 6 p;arag·raph 5. 
3:  The  procedure  referr~d to  in. ArtiCle 9  paragraph 2 applies  to  the  sel_ection  of 
I  t- •  •  ,  ,  •  .  l  •  c  , 
projects and promotionc;~l actions, and to the fixirig of the rate of financial· support.· 
·_  for every project or promoti~nat ~¢tion, ~ith a t'otat'cost exceeding ECU 1  oo,ooo 
but not exceeding ECU 500,000. 
~  '  (  ·-. 
Article'9 
f.  -In  carrying  out the  tasks  referred  to  in  Article 8  paragraph 2,  the  Commission 
shall be assisted t?Y a committee ·composed of the representatives of the Member 
States and chaired by the representative of the Commission. 
·, 
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The. representative of the Commission shall submit to the committee a draft of the 
measures to ·be taken.  The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within 
a time  limit which the chairman  may  lay down  according to  the urgency of the 
matter.  The opinion.shall be delivered by the majority laid down in Article 148(2) 
.  . 
of the Treaty in the case of decisions which the Council is  requir~d to adopt on a 
proposal from the Commission.  The votes of the representatives of. the Member· 
States  within  the  commi$tee- shall  be  weighted  in  the  manner  set  out  in  that 
'  Art1c;:le.  The chairman shall not vote.  --
The Commission shall adopt measures which shall apply immediately.  However, 
·if these measures are not in accordance with the opinion of the committee,  they 
shall be communicated by the Commission to the Council forthwith. 
In the event, the Commission shall defer application of the measures which it has 
decided for a period of one month from the date of communication. 
The Council,  acting by a qualified majority,  r'nay  take a different decision within 
the time limit referred to in the previous. paragraph. 
2.  In  carrying  out the  tasks  referred  to  in  Article 8  paragraph 3,  the  Commission 
shall be assisted by a committee composed of the representatives of the Member 
States and ch~ired by the representative of the Commission. 
The representative of the Commission shall submit to the committee a draft of the 
measures to be ta)<en.  The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft, within 
a time  limit which the chairman may Jay  down according to the urgency of the 
matter, if necessary by taking a vote. 
The opinion shall be recorded  in  the  minutes;  in  addition,  each  Member State 
shall have the right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes. 
The Commission shall take the utmost account of the opinion delivered by the 
committee.  It shall infqrm the commi_ttee  of the manner in which its opinion has·, 





1.  In ·the  application· of  the· current  Regulation,  the.  Commission  ensures . co-
ordination with programmes implemente_d ·by the ·community in the  framewor~  ·of 
other specific  programmes  and  should  include  demonstration of the  technical .. 
viability-of  .projects,  the promotion of co-operation with Third Countries,  relevant · 
. activities of  the EIB and EBRD·.a:s well'as disse.minatio~ an~ optimisation ofthe 
results of activities in field of Community RTD. · · 
2.  In addition, it shall ensure closer co-ordination with· national. schemes in order to 
avoid duplication of similar projects  .... ·. 
/ 
·  · Article {1 · 
1.  The  ~()ntractor responsible for carrying out. a project receiving financial. support' 
· from the  Comm~nity shall undertake·  to useJhe successful technique,. process or . 
'  '  .  '  ~  ., 
product or to faCilitate its use; and to allow dis~emination of the results obtained, 
2.  The  Commission  shall,  in ..  co~peration with  th~  boqies  re~ponsible  in  the· · 
· Member.  States,  endeavour  to ·ensure  the· dissemination  and  application  of 
projects  support~d in.  accordc!ince  with  this RegGiation  arid .to  promote .their··. 
exploit~tion. .  It  shall  take  appropri~te. steps  to : acnieve -this  objective  in 
connection. with th~ promotional actions referred to in Article 4.  . 
Article 12" ·  .  . 
Contracts signed  be~een the Community and  the persons referred to  in  Article 14 · 
for the  implementation of the  projects and· promotional  actions adopted  under this 
Regulation,. shall· govern  the rights  and  obligations  of each  paljy,  including  the 
methods of dissemination,·  prote~tion  ·exp-loitation of the· r~sults of the  proj~cts and :  · 
qc:>mplete  or  partial  repayrl'!ent  of  the financial  support,  in  the  .:~vent'  of  non-
compliance with contractual. obligations  .. 
--' .. · -24-
Article 13' 
Subject ·tO  -Article t1,  the  information  obtained  by  the  Commission  under  this 
Regulation shall remain. confidential. 
Article 14 
Responsibility for any project shall lie with a physical or legal person constituted in 
ac90rdance with the law applicable in the Member States,  or with an  association of 
such  persons,  within  they  are  jointly  and severally  liable,. in  so  far  as  the  law·· 
applicable in the Member State permits. 
Article 15 
Financial  support  granted  by  the  CommuniW  must  not  affect  conditions  of 
.cpmpetition in such .a way as to be  incompatible with the relevant provisions of .the· 
Treaty. 
-Article 16 
Two years after the entry into force of this Regulation and also upon expiry thereof, 
the· Commission shall  submit a report on  the implementation of this  Regulation,  in 
particular  on  the  compatibility'  between  national  and  Community  action,  to  the 
Eurppean Parliament and to the Council for the purposes of assessing the results 
obtained,  together with the external evaluation by independent experts on  which  it 
will be based. 
Article 17 
The  appropriations  necessary  to  the  implementation  of this  Regulation  shall.  be 
entered each year in the general budget of the European Communities. 
The  appropriations  shall  cover  the  financial  support  to ·be  granted  to  projects 
referred to in Article 2,  the financing of the actions referred to  in Article 4 and other 





Regulati~m 2008/90 shall  contin~e to apply to projeCts and.l'!leasures·which support 
has been granted pursuant to those Regulati_ons. · 
Article 19 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
The Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January ,1995. 
It shall apply until 31  December 1.998. 
r·. 
This Regulation shall be binding in  its entirely and directty·applicable in all Member  - .·  .,  .  .  .  .  . 
·.  Stat~s. 
Done' at-:-.. , 
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ANNEX I 
LIST OF SECTORS OF APPLICATION 
The fields of application in Article 3 cover the sectors listed below. 
1.  RATIONAL USE OF ENERGY 




Energy Industry  .. 
1.1  TRANSPORT 
Projects must lead to  a substantial improvement on  the overall efficiency as 
well  as  a  reduction  on  emissions, ·co2  and  other  atmospheric  pollutants, 
through  technical  improvements  on  traffi_c  conditions  and  vehicles . 
. Preferences are given to fleets of vehicles for public transportation, including 
urban freight delivery vehicles. 
Two areas of projects can be eonsidered: 
a)  RUE applications: 
- Projects related to the promotion of innovative fleets of vehicles.  (New 
designs, new fuels: CNG, LPG, biofuels, diesel-electric ... ) 
~)  Energy substitution applications: 
Projects  related  to  the  promotion  of  new  fuels  infrastructure  and 
distribution  systems.  (Rapid  and  slow  charging  units,  O+M  special 
requirements) 






·•  - l 
Projects  must  lead  to  a  substantial  re9uction · in  energy  consumption 
according to stan_dards· and SUbstantial reduction .Of emissiOI'JS  a~d pollutants ·  . 
.  in building stoqks-through iqtegrated technical and economic improvements. 
Preference wfll be given to: projects with ·clear integration of design,-materials 
. and equipments with loads control and management. . 
. -_a)  RUE applications: 
Projects  related  to the promotion of rehahilitation of buildings. 
~  . Projects  rel~ted.  to· the  prom~tion,  of new integrated  designs for, new 
.. buildings. 
- ··Projects  related  to  the  promotion :of. new -cooling· systems  (without 
CFCs).  · 
Projects·related to technologies outwith of combined production of heat 
and electrical  power, for exampl~  fuel cells. 
1.3 INDUSTRY 
.  .  . -
- Heat  recovery  using  new  heat  exchanger  concept_s · for  high. polluted . 
exhausting. gase~ or -new  kiln'  designs .  for a  best. use  of  heat  in  th~ . 
~hamber(s).  <?ombustioh  of exhausting  gases  with  later  ~se of heat  ·. 
.  .  produced can be also considered as well as CHP schemes impr9ving the  .. 
.  reli,ability of the equipment or incorporating n~w  approaches for the use of  .·· 
~  .  .  .  .  ..  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . 
the flue combustion. gases  .. 
Technologies for the recoveryof energy form  industrial wastes through 
the  prqduction  of by-:products  to  be  used  a~ derivated  fueL or  direct . 
. energy ·  production, - · . ·solutions  to  eliminate  possible  negative 
environmental·impact have· to be incorporated.· 
.  . 
Improvements.  of  industrial·. · processes  reducing  _specific  energy . 
· consumption,3vh~re this has an  iQ,portant weight in Jhe total. benefits of 
the project. 
·' 
technical solutions for a  ~est use of the:electri6ity, especially in the peak . 
load  periods~  . Automation .qf  process .  could  be  also  considered,  using . -28-
standard  and  modqlar  solutions  easily  replicaple  or  new  approaches,  . 
such as predictable and adaptable systems. 
1.4 ENERGY INDUSTRY 
Advanced  combustion  burners,  integrating  solutions  to  save  energy  and 
· reduce  the  environmental  impact,  as  well  as  efficient  cooling  towers  with 
( 
lesser  maintenance  costs · and  reduced  environmental  impact.  These 
.... 
solutions should be mainly addressed to the re-powering of existing plants. 
Advanced  systems  to  transport  the  heat  produced  in  the  District  Heating 
schemes either to reduce the cost of the installation or to decrease the energy 
losses in the distribution or through the heat exchangers. 
Fuel.  cell  stacks  to  provide  electricity  more  efficiently  and  with  ·less 
environmental damage. 
Technical solutions to reduce the electricity .consumption in power plants, that 
'  . 
could  be  also  used  to  get  a  most flexible  operation  in  hydro  pump/turbine 
schemes.  Reduction .of losses and  increase of quality in  the transport .and 
distribution of electricity should be also considered. 
2.  RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 
,Financial support will focus on the following sectors of application::' 
Energy from· biomass and waste; 
Solar energy; 
Wind energy; 
. Hydroelectric energy; 
Geothermal. 
2.1  ENERGY FROM BIOMASS AND WASTE 
a}  Projects aiming at improving competitivity of biomass as fuel : 
Activities  aiming  at  imp~oving the  productivity  of energy  crops  and . 
harvesting and transformation technologies ; 
.. 
,. •· 
"  .. 
• 
.  ,- 29 _-
.  - activities  armrng  at. improving  and  upgrading  .  biomass  ·conversi61J. 
_ technologie·s  for ·energy  production  and  use_(produ~tion _and  use  of· 
liquid, solid and -gaseous fuels, production of heat  and/or electricity) ; 
.  .  ~  . 
- activities· aiming  at  reducing  the  costs  for--providing  the  energy 
produced  from  .biomass  (reduction · of  specific  investment  costs, 
- .  . . 
.  rationalisation of  productipn technologies  ... ). 
b) , Projects aiming at the· energy-use of vegetal, animal, urban· and industrial  - . 
. waste:  · 
activities for the  ~pgrading of  wa~te  which ·have.a significant impact on 
. the· prod_uction,  substitL,Jtion of energies or on energy sayings  aiming at  . 
·'  . .  '"  .  .  . 
the reduction of the costs of the energy· produced. 
- Projects ·must  cqmply  with  the· guidelines  of community  environment 
.  ' 
and agricultural polities. -
-
2.2  SOLAR ENERGY 
a)  Photovoltaics 
Objectives: 
Dissemination of photovoltaics processes to supply electricity for : 
groups of houses,  villages.~ ... 
buildings,-with architectural integration of PV modules· into-roofs aqd/or 
facades;·· 
- means of_ telecommunication, warning, signalling, water PUmping, water 
purification, desalination, etc  .. :; 
·  'distributi~~ from PV centrai power stations.-
_  1?):  Thermal applications 
.-
Objectives: 
Dissemination; of  techniques- which  relate .  to_  optirr1al  technical  and 
economic_  integration  of  acti~e  solar: energy  systems  with  efficient' 
conventional. systems,. with  guaranteed  results -for  an  overall  im'proved 
reliability, usedfor : 
.  ,.. .. -30-
production of large quantities of hot water (or other fluids) for heating 
and/or cooling  applications ; 
- production  ·of  large  quantities  of  hot  air  for  ventilation  or . drying 
applications. 
2.3 WIND ENERGY 
Objectives: 
Dissemination of the results obtained from previous R&D  programmes,  in 
order  to  assist  market  penetration,  encourage  European  industry,  and 
promote  the  transfer  and  broader  use  of  advanced  technology, 
particularly in the less developed countries of Europe. 
Dissemination  ahd · popularisation  of the  use  of wind  energy conversion 
systems  tailored  to  the  specific- nature  of the  markets  in  the  different 
Member States by wind turbines of a wide range of nominal capacity. 
Dissemination  of  techniques  with  minimum  effect  to  the  environment, 
namely reduced noise,  minimum land use and improved aesthetic impact 
that will lead to an increased public acceptability. 
2.4 HYDROELECTRIC ENERGY 
Objective: 
Dissemination of techniques aimec:f at the production of electricity for a public 
network or for private use in  ·low-power plants. 
Fields of application :. 
.  . 
Projects (targeted) aimed to bring together industrial partners to carry out 
high  quality,  reliable  and  competitive  standard  equipment  i.n  order  to 
promote the creation of, or the penetratio-n into new markets. 
Projects (targeted) aimed to penect simple, reliable and cheap techniques 
or  technology,  especially  those  adapted  to  the  markets  and  needs  of 
countrie.s whose development is lagging behind. 
Rehabilitation  or modernisation  of abandoned  sites  or those which  are 
approaching the end of their technical or.administrative lives,  by  the use 
of high performance of State of the art technologies (best quality/price). 
.  ) 
•· ..; 31-
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.  ' 
To promote, through_disseniination. actions, the utilisation of already  locat~d 
importantgeothermal resour¢es, notyet exploited,  bearing·i~ i'nillld economic 
and environmental aspects,, and security ofsupply.  -
'.  .  '  :  ~  '  -
Fields of application: 
-tec~niques in the drJIIing  sector, wellhead equipment,  corrosion,· scaling, 
automation and thelreatment systems for brinewaters; . 
~xpl?itation of g~qther~al fields where the resource~ are proven, in order· 
. to reduce the mining risk;  . . 
. Development of geothermal applications in  agriculhJre,  aquaculture and. 
water desalination; thus helping the regions affected by the modifications - ..  '•.  .  ., 
. of the common ·agricultural PO.IiC?Y·. 
·3.-CLEAN COMBUSTION OF SOLID FUELS 
All  typ~ of  Fluidis~d Bed  Com~ustion (FBC)should be now spread aroung in the, 
Community:. small and-large FBC are no'!" reac;hing the iridusirial niatyrity and it 
wiil be effective to use them mor~  a~d  more.  They _have not to be lim_ited to a type 
of.  f~el.  'But on the.  contra~iy.: their ability to use. a wide range. of fuel  sho~;Jid be. 
taken -into  account' in  order to  disseminate  this  technology.  Therefore,  use  of -
bituminous coal,  lignite,  p~at, ;est coals,  wastes,  biomass,  RDF,  and all type of 
carbonaceous  materials  should. be. encouraged  - alone  or "in -mixture  - to  be 
'burned  in FBC~  -





The programme should strengthen the industry capability to answer the short  and~· 
· long term requirements .for·the availability -6f efficient technologies in the field of 
oil and natural gas. The Community effort is therefore aiming at : 
- ·the dissemination  of technologies  for  assisting  market  penetration.  Special 
attention '(inCluding co-operation projects) will be  given to market penetration 
,  in the PECOs and CIS. 
Beneficiaries  would  be  mainly  oil  and  gas  related  companies  which  are 
developing and  promoting  innovative and  effective technologies  to. improve the·· 
exploration, production, transportation and use of hydrocarbons, preference being 
given in the selection of projects to those proposed by SMEs . 
. The fields of application in the upstream sector will be the. dissemination of: 
t9dls_:and  methods for enhancing exploration capability, particularly towards 
difficult and complex targets as  ~he North  Sea  and for maximising  recovery 
rate; 
new  technologies  for  ma~ginal  fields  exploitation,  notably  for  ,gas  fields 
resulting  in  increased  production  from  ·those  reservoirs  characterised  by 
difficu'lt economic conditions; 
safety  and  the  environmental  protection  systems  in  exploration . and 
production; :particularly for the Offshore sector; 









PROMOTIONAL ACTIONS FOR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES 
'  . 
1.  · OBJECTIVES 
. ·.Encouraging th~ applicati-on and market penetration .of energy techno.logies as·. 
referred to  in  Article 4 requires the  undertaking of actions  by_ _the  Community. 
.  Such actfons are to be undertaken only in so far as mar~et conditic:ms require it·. 
. _and,as the~  are in keepin·g  ~ith.the objectives ofthisR_egulation .. 
.  Community  support _for  .action·s  rriay_  therefore :be  granted  in  order  to  meet 
en~rgy  . policy  and : other - related  obj.ective~  set  out  by  ..  the ..  Treaty  ·on 
. Eur6pean-Uni6n, in particular concerr'li,ng: 
•  lncre~sed  utilisation·  of. the  industrial  poten~ial  of  energy  technology 
· - ·  deVelopme11.t and improving the .techr:lOiogical base ofEur~pean industrY, in 
partic~lar for SMEs; 
. . . • .  .  Encouraging European industrY- to become. more .competitive by exploitif1Q 
technology development and market potential to the full;  ' 
• 
• 
Prote~ting and. improving-the quality 9f the environment by the rational. use  · 
of energy· resources,  the  use  of renewabJe · energy  sources  and  ch~an 
. energy technologies' and reducing harmful emissions;. 
Technology transfer into less developed regions i:1  E·urope ·and exploitation  . 
.  .  I  .  .  .  . 
of the local energy _potential; 
•  ·  . Improved working conditions .and  employment opportunities by the use of. 
innovative and efficient energy technologies developed ·an(j supplied within. 
the _Comm..:inity; · . · : 
• · . International  cooperation facilitating  economic arid  social  development of 
c;teveloping countries . -34-
2.  TYPE OF ACTIONS 
The actions referred to in ·Article 4 Jnclude: 
2.1  COORDINATION with national schemes and other Community programmes 
relat~d to energy technology ih order to avoid duplication of similar actions 
. and  to  ensure  fully  the· application  of the  principle  of  subsidiarity  for 
Community action, and in particular through: 
a.  Systematic exchange of information about national support schemes; 
b. ,  Programme evaluation activities carried out jointly; 
c.  Definition  of  objective~ and  implementation  of strategies  for· energy · 
technology promotion; 
d~  Monitoring the achievement of objectives. 
2.2  INSTRUMENTS of Community action: 
a.  Analysis of the features and  evaluation of the potential of the market 
for the application of energy technologies and their market penetration· 
(including  technologies  for  demand  side  management,  sectoral 
diagnosis, feasibility studies). 
b.  The  dissemination  of information  on  European  energy technologies, 
their further promption  and  the  ~issemination of the  results  of public 
funded  projects  by  the  organisation  of events  (technical  workshops, 
seminars,  conferences,  pr~ject site visits,  exhibitions),  participation in 
technical fairs,  the  pr~duction of docu~entary material etc:,  as  far as 
the  undertakings'  contractual  obligations  do  npt provide  for  it  or the 
undertakings concerned are not able to carry them out by tHemselves. 
c.  Advice and promotional activities to guide the development of actions 
undertaken,·  ensure  · the  wider  penetration  of  efficient  energy 
,  technologies and address barriers in the market. 
d. ·  T~aining of staff involved in  management or technical  applications of 
in~ovative energy technologies. 




··  e..  Develop~ent  of appropriate financial. ~~chani~ms  .. 
The  instruments  d~tailed above ·.will  be  structured  in·  synergy  with  the  · 
corres~onding instn.jments foreseen in the 'non-:nuclear energy'· programme 
·of the.fourth framework progrc:imme of research; technological·developnient 
arid ·d~monstration, in· the. context  of 'PLANS  TO  FACILITATE  M~RKET 
·  -ACC~SS'  forth~ '{arious·technologies covered by the present programme ...  · 
.2.3  Recourse ·to ·public  or  priv~te  Organisations  cooperating  in  ~he above 
acti~ities for .the Promot.ion  of Energy Iech~ologies ("OPET") ·in  particular - . 
. by using.th~ OPET-Network:  .  . . 
2.4 Recourse  t~ the abc;>ve  activities-with a v.iew to- i~dustrial cooperation-with 
- ·  . · third -countri.~s;  providing ·guidance  for: Community  ~id programmes and · 
achieving  optimal  use  of energy  technologies  inside  an~ outside  of the - -
.  Community·  .. · 
3.  IMPLEMENTATION 
..  I  *  • 
As referred to in Article'9 of the  R~gulation, the implementation of-the.m~asures 
will be  carri_~d out in close cooperation with· Membe-r States· by the  Committee · 
which · will  assist  t~e  Commission·  in· the  ~~f~nition  of  the  programme,  the 
establishment' ot  'the·  priorities  for ·  actiofl';  the  decision  of  granting  financial 
• '..  i  • 
support and the evaluation of results  . 
-'  .. 
..  '  ~ -36-
ANNEX II (bis) 
Without prejudice to the provisions of  Article 3,  the various sectors concerned will be 
given support in the following proportions: 
rational energy use  45% 
renewable energy source:;  35% 
clean combustion of solid fuels  13% 
hydrocarbons  7% 
r 
t 
c ..  -37-
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1.  Title ~f operation  Promotio,n of European Energy Technologies ("THERMIE~II") 
2.  Budget heading involved: ~.4.1  Ooo 
3.  Legal.b~sis  Coun~il. Regulation to be a·dopted·in  199~ . 
. 
4.  Description of  operation 
4. 1  General objectives:  Financial support for promotional  proj~cts. and measures .for 
· larger market  penetration of energy technologies ·. ·  ·  ·  · 
4~2  Penod  covered:  · 4  :years,  01.01.1995  to  31.12.1998  (in  paralleL to  the  4th 
Framework Programme) 
5.  Classification of expenditure or revenue 
.  .  -
5. 1  Cemput&ery/Non-compulsory expenditure  ·  .. 
5.2  • Differentiated/AkJR dtffemntiated appropri~tions 
.  '  '  '  - .:  '  ..... 
5.3- . Type ofievenue involved: _No 
~·  -..  . 
6. · Type of expenditure o_r revenue 
•  100% subsidy:  for some associated measures to ,be- carried out .by independent 
exper:ts (consultant firms)  .  .  .  . .  ,.  .  . 
•  .  Subsidy for joint financing with other sources: in: the public and/or private· Sf!ctor: 
for all projects and most of  the associated measures, in particlJiar for those ·carried . 
out in co-operation with. Member States· Agencies 
•  : ·  Interest subsidy: · subject to f~~her  discuss  ibn ·in energy working group 
r.  .  .  . 
•  · Other:  some service. contracts (in particular for some associated measures).·· 
•  · Should the operation pro~e an economic.· success; is. there provision for all_ or  parl  . 
of  the Community contiibution to be reimbursed?:  No  ·  · 
•  ·  Will the propO.sect operation cause any'change.in the level of  ~vei1Ue? · 
If  so,  wh_at $Orl of  change and  .what type of  revenue is involvt;Jd?  No· 
7.  Financia.f impact 
7. 1  Method of  calculating total cost of  operation (definitio.n of  unit costs)· 
The amount. of 30' MEC u for 1995 .  covers.: financial .  support. for demonstration of 
economic  risks  of- promotion  of  energy. technologies  as  defined in  art. 2 b)  of 
CounCil  regulation  2008/90  ("diss-emination  projects")  as ·.  well·  as  in  ~ts  art. 5 · 
("associated  measures").  · As .this  type  of projects is  closer to  the  market and 
- subject of different economic or geographical conditions, it is  in particular relevant 
for the sector ofrational use of energy.  The level of finance appropriate for 1996-
1998 will be decided in the light of available funds in Heading 3 of the budget. \· 
-38  ... 
· . The experience made today through the THERMIE Programme shows that there js 
a· need for support in the sectors in the following proportions: 
Rational Use of Energy 
Renewable Energy Sources 






Again, as experience made with the THERMIE _regulation  shows,  not only  proj~ct 
support is  required.  In fact,  many efficient technologies· have been developed by 
. the industry, whether with EC or MS support or not, and the aims of larger market 
penetration can most effectively b~  achieved by dissemination meas~res. · 
Finally;  around 13% of funding is necessary for economic analysis, evaluation of 
projects and support programmes, including those of the Member States in  order 
to orientate the Community activity and to ensure subsidiarity of action, as well as 
for administrative support. 
7.2  Itemised breakdown of  costs 
Breakdown  Budget 
year 95 
Projects  11 
Dissemination  15 
measures 
Strategy, Evaluation,  4 
Administrative 
Support 
TOTAL  30 
7.3  Indicative schedule of  appropriations 
7.3. 1 Schedule for proposed new operation 
1995  1996  1997  1998  .TOTAL 
~  Commitment  30  p.m.*  p.m.*  p.m.*  p.m.* 
appropriations 
(* pro memona) 
The  level  of finance  foreseen  for  1995  in  the ·context  of funds  available  under 
Heading 3,  other than  those  allocated to  the  4th Framework  Programme  RTD  is 
30 MECU.  The  level of finance  for 1996-98 will bta  decided,  outside the resources 
allocated to  the 4th Framework Programme RTD,  in  the  fight of the revision· of the 
budget estimates and defined in the framework of  the annual budgetary procedure to 
. an adequate extent to ensure that the programme is carried out in a coherent mariner 
until its conclusion. 
8.  Fraud prevention measures; results of measures taken 
9.  Elements of cost-effectiveness analysis 
9. 1  Specific and quantifiable objectives; target population 
...  Specific  objectives:  links  with  general  objective:  Energy  Policy,  increase  of 




Support of about  150 projects  and  300a~soci~ted measures  per year which, 
following  the  recent  ~xj:>erience wi.th  the ongoing  THERMIE  Programme  would 
.  produce the following results for each ECU spent ori a project 
•  ·  42~  kg of oil equivalent saved or substituted 
•  1650 kg avo_ided·co2 emissions, 
•  12_kg avoidedS02 emissions_ 
•  4 ECU increase of the Community GDP 
. (See ~lso attachment):  · 
- Ta;get population: distinguish as applicable 1or  e~ch objective; indicate the .end-
.  benefici~ries of the  Community's ·  financial  contribution .  and the  interm
1 ediaries . 
involved:  industry and· other SMEs.  ..  ··  .  ·  ..  .  ,  .  ··  _  ·  . 
·  9:2- .  Grounds ~or  the operation 
- Need for Community financial aid:  many significant techn.ology  break ttirough . 
would- not happen in ·the EC; sorrie MemberStates~have  no similar programme. 
- Choice of  ways and means  ·  ..  . .  . .. 
· ad\tantages  over  possible  alternatives  (comparative  advantages):  more  · 
. immediate effect than regulatory measures; better effect than R&D measures.. · 
explanatory refe~nce to similar'. Community or national operailr:i[1S:  TH,ERMIE 
1990/94,  Ul<  Best  Practice  Programme,  -'FR  and  DE  Demonstration 
Programmes,  . 
spin.:.off_and multiplier effects expected: . •  .  '  . 
• Generation of potential iiwestment of about 1  ,000 MECU in  total,  based on 
·  result~ of Cost Benefit Analysis of TH.ERMIE 1990-.1992. ·  _ · 
• Job creation potential of tens of thousands ofjobs, depending· on success of 
. · replication.  .  .  .  ,  _ .  .  .  · 
• Promotion of European te~hnologies on third country markets. · . 
- Main·  factors  of. uncertainty  which  could  affect the  specific, results  of the 
·operation:  "the- successful  projeCts  are  generally  replicated  several  times  by 
industry or Member States Institutions.  The associated-measures contrjbute to a 
larger use by industry of technologies developed by ind4stry or Member States 
programmes and which otherwise would not sufficiently penetrate themarket.. 
,.  '  '·  I 
.. 
·9.3 Monitoring and evaluation of~he operation . 
.  ,.  Performance indicators selected:  achievement of technology improvements (e.g. 
· tonnes of oil equivalentsaved or substituted, tonnes of C02 avoided, number of . 
.  projects generated,  etc~) ;  ·  ·  · 
-Details and.frequf:mcy of  plaimed evaluations:. Yearly  .  ..  ' '  - . 
. - Assessment of the  results  obtained:  .  The Regulation  foresees. 2  exercises. by 
iild.ependent ev.aluations ·examining project files, making project visits, controliing 
replications  and  assessing  complementarity  with  Member 'state  programmes, . 
one two  years after the entry into force, the .  ottier on expiry of the Regulation. 
·The Commission will submit thes.e  reports to the European  Parliament and ·the 
Council..  / 
·9.4  Coherence with financial program'!'ing· 
- Is the operation incorpora.ted in the DG's.financialprogramtiling for the relevant · 
years?:  Yes; within Heading 31ntemal·policies:  '  .  . 
.  .  .  - .  . 
- To  which broader objective. defined in the DG's financial programming does the . 
objective  of the  proposed operation  correspond?:  Energy  policy,  increase  of· 
. energy supply security and  improved energy efficiency.  ·  · -40-
10. Administrative expenditure (part A of the budget) 
This section of  the financial statement must be sent to DGs IX and XIX; DG IX will then 
fotWard it to DG XIX with its opinion. 
10. 1 Will  the proposed operation  involve  an  increase' in  the -number of·  Commission 
staff?  If  so, how many?  No. 
10.2  lnc;licate  th.e  amount  of· administrative  expenditure  involved  in  the  proposed 
operation.  Explain the method of  calculation: 
\ 
The amount of administrative expenditure necessary to carry out the programme 
will be ln .the order of 150,000 ecus for 1995.  It is  brok~n down as follows: 
- MEETING COST: 
I 
Advisory committee of Member State representatives; 
three  meetings  per  year  with  two  delegates  per 
Member State (one meeting of one day, two meetings 
of two days),  based on the average of 658 ECU (only 
travel cost)- budget heading A251 
Expert  committee  of Member State  representatives; 
two meetings  per year with .  two delegates for  one or 
several days, based on .the average of 658 ECU (only 
travel cost) -:  budget heading A250  · 
- MISSIONS OF COMMISSION STAFF: 
.TOTAL PER YEAR:- ECU 
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